
LOCAL POSTS
Suppose you live on a remote island with no postal service, but there is a local fisherman who takes his
boat to the mainland daily, and is willing to carry mail and deliver it to the Post Office. To cover his
costs, he charges a fee on a per letter basis.  To simplify accounting, he sells stamps for prepayment of
the fee.  Such a stamp is a local mail stamp. The stamp only pays for the carriage to the Post Office,
and not the postal tariff.  Such arrangements are not uncommon, although they are discouraged by
postal authorities (even though they don’t provide the service)

Local posts are usually not listed in major catalogues, and a reference for them may be obscure, or even
non-existent. The interest lies in their choices of artwork, many being subjects strictly of local interest,
playing on the insularity of the customers or the vagrancies of their designer.  Here are examples of
some Irish local stamps:

The Long Island stamp was the creation of a stamp dealer who vacationed here where there was no
postal service.  The stamp paid for service between the island and the Post Office at Schull, Co. Cork. 
Although it served a legitimate purpose, the Irish GPO, at the time, announced that it would provide
service .  After such service began, such local stamps would be considered illegal.  

The Earl of Thomond based his stamps on history, in particular,
of the area of the islands and land near the mouth of the Shannon
river. Unlike the Long Island stamps, these are strictly
“cinderellas”, and had no legitimate postal usage.

Further information can be found in back issues of The Revealer
which is available on searchable CD Rom from the EPA Special
Offers Manager. 
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Cover from Long Island cancelled at Schull.

Local stamps correctly mounted on back of cover.


